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June 27, 2019
lisaferland.com

Who am I?

WHO IS LISA FERLAND?
Who am I and why am I qualified to
answer your questions about
crowdfunding your book?
• Academic background is
analytical.
• Helping authors crowdfund their
books on Kickstarter and
IndieGoGo since Feb 2017
• Passed the $100k mark in early
2019
• Create both free and paid
resources to help authors
crowdfund their books
• Coach and support authors
through the stress and
uncertainty of crowdfunding
• I’ve been in your shoes!!
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Who am I?

WHO IS LISA FERLAND?
I’ve been called...
• Kickstarter Queen
• Kickstarter Whisperer
• Crowdfunding Guru
• An endless font of knowledge and
support
Really, I want YOU to succeed
which may entail tough love, honest
feedback, and pushing you out of
your comfort zone.
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Question #1

1
“If we don’t have an audience
established yet, is it better to
crowdfund with IndieGoGo since we
can keep the funds we raise?”
—Cheryl

Introduction to Crowdfunding

Why You Have to Choose
All-or-Nothing

•
•
•
•
•

You will work harder to reach your goal
Your backers will help you reach your goal
You’ll set a more realistic goal
Your backers are monetarily invested in the production of
your book
All-or-nothing campaigns are 37% likelier to succeed over
keep-it-all
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Crowdfunding Platforms
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Comparison Chart

Kickstarter
Fixed funding
Backers not charged
unless successful
Global market
Community sharing
3rd party applications
Message through
platform

5% platform fees,
3% transactionfees

IndieGoGo

Ulule

Patreon

Others...

Fixed or Flexible
Funding
Backers charged but
refunded if not successful
Deadline extension
Landing page
Referral system
Message directly to
backers

Fixed Funding
EU-based
Multilingual projects
Small pond/less
Competition
Unsure about
messaging backers

Long-term backers
Reward tiers similar to
Other platforms
Not time-sensitive
Longer engagement
with backers
Might be better set-up
for illustrators,
bloggers, podcasters

Evaluate funding
Model
View competition on
the platform
Contact creators and
ask about their
experiences

5% platform fees,
3% transactionfees

5% platform fees,
3% transactionfees

5% platform fees,
5% transactionfees

Alwaysbudgetforfees
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Questions #2-3

2-3

“What are your tips on building an
audience on our author pages, blogs,
or Instagram?”
“How can I build my audience
beyond my friends and family?”
—Cheryl and Charles and Susan

Audience Building
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Building an Audience

1. Create
3. Engage
2. Share

1. Create
2. Share
3. Engage
1. Create

Audience Building

Building an Audience
Social Media Growth
• Post videos, blogs, and interesting content
• Build excitement about your book
• Run a few ads/sponsored posts and invite people who like your post to like your professional page
• Share your professional page posts to your personal page (for a limited time) and
• invite friends/family to like your professional page
• Engage with like-minded people, authors, and engage with THEIR audience
• Have lots and lots of conversations
• Have FUN with it. Be yourself.
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Audience Building

Building an Audience
Email outreach
• During your campaign, you are going to be emailing a LOT of people.
• Don’t want to Spam anyone
• Spam is any unsolicited email sent out to a large group of people with the intent of advertising
• How do we email people about our campaign without spamming them?
• Send one unsolicited email (not BCC) letting people know about the upcoming
campaign/book launch and ask them to opt-into the mailing list
• Get people’s permission before emailing them again
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Audience Building
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Where to Share Your Newsletter Link?
Places to put your newsletter opt-in link with your call to action:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In that first unsolicited email to friends and family
Facebook page/profile
Facebook cover photo
Facebook groups (according to their promotion rules)
Instagram Profile
Email signature
LinkedIn profile
Website home page
Website blog sidebar
Website footer
YouTube video description (your own videos, not someone else’s)

Additional reading: https://lisaferland.com/getting-email-subscribers/
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Question #4

4
“How do I calculate my campaign
goal amount?”
—Allison

Setting Your Campaign Goal Amount

Budget and Expenses
• Project expenses: writing, editing, formatting, printing, marketing, video production, etc.,
• Account for ~10% to address platform fees and payment processing fees
• Think through shipping and fulfillment costs
• Account for an “oops” or “fudge factor”

ALL of your expenses + 10% fees + (15% - 30%) oops factor = campaign goal amount
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Question #5

5
“How many people should I have on
my email newsletter before
launching?”
—Allison

Setting Your Campaign Goal Amount

Newsletter Reach
• What’s your current newsletter open rate? What’s the click rate when you’re running a promo?
Assume: 30% open rate; 4% click rate, 2% purchase rate
Example:

$5000 (avg $35/person)
—Need 144 backers
—e.g., Email list of 500 people, 30% will open (150), 4% click (20), 2% back
(10)
• Educate your audience on what to do on Launch day
• Retarget people who didn’t open your first email
• Focus on your warm audiences
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Question #6

6
“Are there specific times of year
when we should avoid
crowdfunding?”
—Cheryl

Crowdfunding Your Book

Time of Year
Crowdfunding your book any time of year is FINE but…you have to know when your audience
is paying attention—it depends on your audience.
If your target audience is parents of small children...
•

Avoid launching during school breaks

If your target audience is a group of SciFi comic book enthusiasts...
• Launch before a large in-person conference
If you campaign has a holiday in the middle of it—expect those days to be slow and plan
ahead
• National and religious holidays
Don’t end your campaign on a holiday weekend
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Question #7

7
“Should we offer worldwide shipping
or restrict it because of work/cost
involved?”
—Cheryl

Crowdfunding Your Book

International Shipping
See my video detailing the different strategies around international shipping
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZGk__ONphA
Things to consider:
• How many backers do you expect from other countries?
• Shipping should NOT exceed 50% of the pledge price
• Ex. Hardcover book $25 + int’l shipping +$25 = an unreasonable price for a hardcover
book
• Many EU backers will have to pay an additional import fee on top of their Kickstarter
pledge for items arriving from outside of the EU, which may make/break their decision to
pledge
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Question #8

8

“What are some good Facebook groups
where we can post free of charge?”
“Should I post the project from the first day
on all possible Facebook groups and sites
or I should post in different groups every
day from the first week?”
—Dimitar

Crowdfunding Your Book

Sharing Your Campaign
On Facebook:
•

Better to share your direct link a few times on launch day and then share
blogs/essays/graphics with a call to action and the link to your campaign THEREAFTER

In Facebook groups:
• Cold audiences are really hard to convert so it’s better to send someone to your blog or
podcast interview
•

Read this blog on audience warmth and what to send to which types of audiences:
• https://lisaferland.com/audience-education-marketing/
•

https://lisaferland.com/the-secret-to-marketing-your-book-without-annoying-people/
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Question #9

9
“How can I get people on board
before launching the campaign?”
—Dimitar

Crowdfunding Your Book

Building Your Campaign List
Offer something EXCLUSIVE
•

Get people’s emails by offering them something they won’t be able to get elsewhere
• Free PDF ebook
• Extra download
• Extra ebook on a tangentially related topic
• Your TIME
• Early access to limited rewards

Ask for FEEDBACK
• Market survey
•

Promote this offer well in advance of your campaign launch
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Question #10

10
“What kind of updates should I post
so that I’m not repeating myself in all
of the same groups?”
—Dimitar

Crowdfunding Your Book

Updates About Your Campaign
Be mindful about your communication with your backers and non-backers
•

Craft different messages for different groups of people

Updates:
•
•

Official Kickstarter updates—sends an email to all backers and is publicly available to nonbackers. Make these visual and blog-like. Worthwhile to read.
Social media updates—celebratory posts, new reward announcements, new
blogs/features on 3rd party websites/press
• Interesting facts about backers
• Challenges, contests, or giveaways
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Question #11

11

“I see people doing pre-orders on Amazon
but I’m not sure how that coincides with
running a crowdfunding campaign. In my
limited understanding, people would
contribute money through IGG and after
my campaign, I fulfill orders. Where would
amazon come into play at this point?”

—Lindsay

Crowdfunding Your Book

Pre-order Campaign
•

Your crowdfunding campaign IS your pre-order campaign

•

Once your campaign is over, you fulfill your orders to your backers first and then make your
book available to the public to purchase without all of the extra rewards
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Question #12

12

“If people wanted to write me checks
(I know some older people won’t be
tech savvy but want to contribute),
does that hurt my campaign to not
show my true amount of funds, even
with a flexible goal option?”
—Lindsay

Crowdfunding Your Book
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Backers —the More the Merrier
•

Yes, the more contributions and backers you have to a campaign, the more social proof
you have that your book is worth supporting

What looks better?
•

$1,000 from 15 backers or $1,000 from 125 backers?

•

Getting 100 backers is much harder to do than raising $1000
•

# backers = Visual proof that your book is worth reading
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Question #13

13
“If I’m planning an in-person launch
party, should I launch my
crowdfunding campaign on the
same day?”
—Lindsay

Crowdfunding Your Book

Event Planning
•

Should you host an event on launch day?
• No? Yes? Maybe?
• Do you have a system for getting people to back your book on launch day at the
event?
• Do you have iPads and extra people to walk around and get people to pledge?
• Do you have an AV system where you can project your campaign and make it a big
event?
• A crowdfunding launch is NOT the same as an in-person book event

•

If event planning is your jam, then yes, plan an event and leverage all of the people there
to become your backers.
• If you need to find backers OUTSIDE of the group of people who would come to an
event, I would plan an in-person event later on in your campaign when things
naturally slow down.
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Questions

More
Any other questions?

WANT MORE?

Special Offer
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Bonus when you enroll in the
Crowdfunding for Authors course
•

Comprehensive online video course with over 5
hours of lessons, closed group for questions and
answers, homework for every lesson, and unlimited
access to the resources in the Crowdfunding Vault
–
–
–
–

•

Email templates
Excel spreadsheet
Case studies
Extra tutorials

BONUS: Enroll by next Friday, July 5 and you will get
a free 40-min strategy session with me when you
complete the course.
More information about the course:
https://lisaferland.com/crowdfunding-course-forauthors

